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Greenland Reacts:

Grandfather
Clause
Instituted

Denies TCAC Embezzelment
by John Shiffman and
Julia McLaughlin
Tripod Editors
In an interview with the Tripod
Saturday, Mark Greenland categorically denied allegations that he
ever embezzelled funds from the
T.C.A.C. budget during his tenure
as organization president.
The Trinity Observer printed a
story Thursday detailing what it
called "an investigation" launched
by the College against Greenland
and focused on $1000 Greenland
allegedly used to pay his rent.
Greenland said he had "problems" with the Observer article and
called it "misleading."
Observer. Editor-in-Chief Michael Duffy stood by his story. According to Duffy, his article was
largely based on information obtained from the College Comptroller and an unidentified source. But
he added that "the $1000 did not
come from the anonymous source,
that came from the Comptroller
herself."
"No one has accused me of any
wrongdoing," said Greenland. "To
my knowledge, all the College has
asked me to do is explain certain
T.C.A C expenditures The Ob
servet is misli idiiiL' people and the
Jiuiurr ect.',

y T y
paper printed a front-page story
saying that the College was investigating $1000 worth of T.C.A.C.
funds that allegedly went to pay
Greenland's rent at his Allen Place
apartment.
Greenland seemed confused with
the Observer's figure saying, "I
don't know where they come up
with the $1000. But then again,"
he said sarcastically, "their math
is as good as mine."
He also criticized the College
Administration for being so willing
to talk about his personal academic
and finacial life with other mem-

bers of the student body.
College Comptroller Marcia Phelan spoke with Observer Editor-inChief Michael Duffy last week and
she confirmed that $1000 was the
amount under investigation.
"I don't know what or why Phelan would tell Mike Duffy what's
going oh," said Greenland.
Tripod editors were equally sucessful in obtaining information
from the Comptroller about
T.C.A.C, Greenland's finances, as
well as his academic status.
Greenland was visibly upset
about the lack of confidentiality
excercised by the College with his
record.
Greenland resigned in late December as T.C.A.C. president citing dissatisfaction with the
Executive Board and his frustration with the organization's economic troubles. By then, the
alternative social organization had
spent more than 100% of its allocated budget for the 1984-85 academic year.
Greenland called the Observer
article "slimy and irresponsible."
"For them to suggest I'm dishonest ' obviously upsets me, particularly when they didn't present
me with the accusations first."
"Now, the accusations have been
prc-s nt

I in I f.ilVi'

by Nancy Popkin and
Patricia Sinicropi
Special to the Tripod

i '\ i' i ' "

on the investigation
"The problem was, was that he
(Duffy) knew more about the audit
than I did at the time," said Greenland. "I told him that I obviously
couldn't comment on the accusations until I had seen them. I asked
him not to go to print until I found
out what the story was."
"Unfortunately for me, I was in
New York at the time," he said,
"and I didn't get to speak with him
before they went to print. But
what bothers me is that the article
sounds like I was in the City to
wire funds to my Swiss bank ac-

photo by John Shiftman

Greenland: "The accusations have been presented in a fashion that
presumes guilt."
count or something."
College Vice-President T.A,
Smith ordered an audit in February following an earlier Tripod article that brought to light
T.C.A.C.'s Budget woes as well as
certain accusations on Greenland's
personal handling of finances.

Group Questions South
African Investments
by Christine C, Quinn
Senior Staff Writer

continued on page 4
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Trinity seniors Floyd Higgins and Dave Blyn were both awarded Watson Fellowships this year.

On April 25, ConnPIRG's lobby
day, the House of Representatives
of the Connecticut General Assembly voted to raise Connecticut's
drinking age to 21. ConnPIRG battled hard throughout the session
and won an amendment allowing
those who already have the right
to drink to keep that right.
The grandfather-clause allows
those born before September 1,
1965, to be of legal age until they
reach their twenty-first birthday.
In the past, ConnPIRG has always fought hard not to raise the
drinking age above 18. Since both
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
have raised their drinking ages to
21, ConnPIRG believes that a regional drinking age will be most
effective in curtailing drunk driving accidents and fatalities. Due to
the mandate sent from the federal
government, Connecticut legislators were almost compelled to raise
the age. The mandate would have
cut Federal highway monies to
Connecticut by $22 million.
Other pieces of legislation which
GonnPIRG hoges to ga^s inclu.de a
nfaiidatory seatbeH/airbag faw,
household
hazardous
waste
cleanup, a freeze on phone rates,
and two students on the board of
the Connecticut Student Loan
Foundation.

On Friday, April 26 eight members of Trinity's Anti-Apartheid
Committee met with Treasurer
and Vice President of Finance.
Robert Pedemonti to discuss the
College's investments in companies which are operating in South
Africa.
The Anti-Apartheid Committee
is an outgrowth of the Progressive
Students Alliance. Since the PSA
felt that apartheid in South Africa
is an unjust, immoral government,
they organized a group to deal with
the issue. The group met with Pedemonti to learn more about Trinity's investments and discuss
divesting.
Eighteen percent or thirteen
million dollars of Trinity's seventy
million dollar endowment is invested in such companies. Pedemonti
stated
that
these
investments were made with "the
highest ethical standards".
The College endorses the Sullivan Principles and encourages all
of the companies it is involved with
to sign these principles or an
equivalent. The Sullivan Principles
are guidelines drawn up by the
American government which establish humanitarian regulations
for American companies involved
in the South African economy.
Four of the twenty-seven companies involved in South: Africa
that the school invests in'have not
signed the Sullivan Principles. Two
companies have worked out what
they consider an equivalent, but
the other two companies have not
contacted Trinity about signing the

Principles.
Treasurer Pedemonti stated that
"the idea of Trinity divesting its
investments in these companies
has never even been discussed."
The Board of Trustees would be
the group to make the decision,
but no one has presented them
with the idea.
Pedemonti said that if the AntiApartheid Committee felt strongly
enough about the issue, they could
draft a letter to the Board asking
that the issue be discussed. But he
could not guarantee that the Committee's feelings would be voiced.
When dealing with, these companies, Trinity communicates with
management and encourages them
to review social issues. If the school
disagrees with a companies' view,
•it will try and change their mind
by voting its proxy against management.
.
This year Trinity voted against
NALCO Chemical Company and
Motorola. Trinity has divested its
continued on page 3
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Today

Senior Givers

The Senior Class Gift Committee
thanks those persons listed below
for their contributions to the Senior Class Gift.
David M. Blyn
Candle Light Vigil
Martha L. Bonneville
A candle light vigil will be held to
Julie B. Breene
protest the Apartheid in South AfMelissa E. Brown
rica on April 30th at 9 pm on the
Douglas G. Burbank
main quad. There will be music and
Marc A, Chabot
speakers, students and faculty are
Rachel E. Clement
urged to attend. Please bring a
Gary C, Ghristeiis
lighter or candle.
Leslie A. Colin
Michael Connelly
Theodore S, Coxe
A, Royce Dalby
Lori A Davis
Franca Linda DeRosa
William F. Detwiler
Lynn E. Biting
French Music
Martha J. Erskine
A concert of 19th and 20th century
Kimberiy A. Ford
French music will be presented in
Kathryn C. Gerber
the Goodwin Theatre, AAC. Julie
Steven A, Kish
Charland, 'cello, Marsha Hogan,
John P. Klimczak
soprano and Linda Laurent, piano,
Ann Marie Mallat
will interpret works by Chausson,
Catherine M. Millett
Faure, Debussy, R. Hahn, MilDavid F. O'Donnell
haud, Poulenc and Satie. Every
Frederick P. Parson
one is invited.at 5pm Wed.
Peyson W. Potter
Sarah E. Ragland
Samuel S. Reid
Paul E. Renaud
Howard J. Sadinsky
Katharine L.' Schawb
Courtland P. Sears
C. Selden Wells
Chem-BioChem
On Thursday, May 2 at 4:15pm in
clement 105. Prof DePhillips and There have been 33 donors with a
other Chemistry Department staff total of $705.00 contributed.
members will meet with all under- Contact: Any member of the Senior Class Gift Committee, or Steve
classmen interested in the study of
Norton or Camille Guthrie, Cochemistry and biochemistry.
Chairmen.
Topics of discussion:
Course schedule and Major requirements for the 1985-86 year.
Space Studies
Selection process for next year's tutors and teaching assistants.
Students from all fields are en-

Wed

Thur

Ample opportunity will be given
ship if they are^tn
for questions on these items. A reaspacct of space. Sponsored by
ception will be held in the ChemStudentsfor the Exploration.and
istry Library following the • Development of Space. . • ,• •:
meeting. Senior Majors will be on - Summer; internships for qualified
students interested in any1 aspect
hand to discuss the intricacies of
of space will b"e available with lead-.
the Chemistry, and Biochemistry
; ing space related' corporations.- in'
programs. Plan to attend!
:: ;.the U..S. Canada, an' abroad.. Spota• sored by the American' Astronautieal Society. ':'- t' .
•.
. Contact: Financial- Aid' Office.for
. • more-information. , ' • ..!.'.

Fri

Light House
The Theatre/Dance Department
presents Lighthouse a dance conceived and directed by Judy
Dworin. It will be performed by
Marianne Allesio, Michael Jacobson Sonia Plumb and Seldon Wells
who all collaborated in its creation.
Original music composed by Julie
Lyonn Lieberman. Friday, MAy 3
at *pm in the Goodwin Theatre,
AAC.

•Sun
The B-day Boys
The Trinity College Concert
Choir, directed by Gerald Moshell
will be performing a concert called
"The Birthday Boys" celebrating
the birthdates of famous composers.
The concert will include works
by Bach, Handel, and Domenico
Scarlatti, who were born in 1685,
and Heinrich Schutz, who was born
in 1585. In honor of Jerome Kern,
born in 1885, the choir will perform songs from his musical Showboat.
The concert will begin at 8:15
p.m. on Sunday, May 5, in Hamlin
Hall, For tickets, phone 527-8062.
NON-SMOKER'S UNf

CALL
1-S00-922-4162

Biology Seminars

Noteworthy
Work at Home

Study Carrels
The library has a small number of
student study carrels available
each year for Senior Thesis students. Sophomores who will be
away their Junior year should keep
in mind that applications for these
carrels, are taken in October of
each year.
The Library staff cannot contact
each student to make this offer.
Perhaps this notice will help.

IIAA Scholarship
The Independent
Insurance
Agents of America Inc. has undertaken a scholarship program in order to encourage highly qualified
individuals to persue a career in
insurance. These scholarships are
awarded without regard to finaiicila need. They will be awarding 15 $1000 scholarships.
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Deadline: July, 15 1985.

Summer B&G Jobs
The Buildings and Grounds Department is now accepting applications for Summer employment.
Categories of work include ground
care, painting, mechanical helpers,
general cleaning and office work.
You must be able to work May 27
through August 30. Preference wjll
Contact: B&G as soon as possible.

Underclassmen

.

Earn $300 to $500 a week, work
1-2 hours a day processing mail
from home, no experience necessary! No obligation! Send self-addressed envelope to: P. Montana
P.O. Box 397 Skokie, II 60076

Management Trainee
Fast growing, national corporation seeks talented, motivated individuals for sales and operational
management trainee" positions.
Degree prefered. For right individuals we offer challenging positions, rapid advancement, and
competitive compensation package. If qualified, call 683-1500 or
send resume to: Andrew Gauthier,
PO Box 44, E. Windsor, CT 06088.

Summer Sublet
156 Allen PI
3 bedroom, spacious, dishwasher,
$450/rrmnth.
Contact: 246-7762 or 246-9074

Part Time

The Albert C. Jacobs Life Science
Center -hosts a series of lectures
this week. All programs are scheduled, for 4pm in LSC 134 with refreshments at -3:30pm in the LSC,
Library.
Wed May 1
'' Photosynthesis in Sulfur Bacteria, Dr. Daniel Brune
Fri May 3
Metabolic Adaptation of Eelgrass to Life in an Anoxic Sediment, Dr. A. Marshall Pregnall
Mon May 6
Biological Rythyms in Leaf Movement, Holly Gorton
and Effect of Eleveted Atmospheric Title, William Williams

Note
The Hartford Stage Company
will be offering discounted student
tickets throughout its run of Desire, Under the Elms b y Eugene
O'Neill.
The production runs through
May 19, and tickets may be reserved on the day of the performance.

Personal

Excellent Income for part time
home assembly work. For information cal (312) 741-8400-Ext.
1500.

I can't stop staring.
Why should I?
Why won't you?

Disclaimer

Personal

Personals are printed by the Tripod solely for entertainment of the

HappjBwthday

confusion they may cause. Every
effort has been made to accurately
print each message received; address'complaints to Announce*
merits, g.ox 1310 Campus Mail, .

31*
P.S, Even

Welcome

Be '-an Usher at;, 'commencement!
- Earn 'fcasy -money while' 'watching <3oy't Surplus
your' friends graduate. Call ; Bave • Is it true.you can buy jeeps for $44
N a g l e , e x t 2 1 7 , _ /;'• [,•:.::
,":.•]•' through the IT.S,; government?-Get
thefactstoday! '
•,•••'•
Call; 1 (312) 742-1142 ext. 5403-A

Cinesfudio
Tonight Only
Forbidden Games 7:30
(France 1952) This is an unforgettable classic — one of the best anti-war
films ever. Paulette, a little girl orphaned in a World War II straffing
attack, is befriended by a peasant boy, and together they relive the
sorrows of funeral rituals in their own pathetic cemetery for animah. 90
min.
A Soldier's Story 9:15
(1984) Charles Fuller adapted for the screen his Pulitzer Prize winning
play about an investigation into the mysterious shooting of a black platoon
sergeant near an Army base in Louisiana during World War II. The cast
includes many of the members of the 1981 New York stage production. A
taut and engrossing drama. 102 min.

Wednesday and Thrusday
The Greatful Dead 7:30
(1978) Editorial Direction by Jerry Garcia An exceptionally vivid presentation of the Dead in concert. Spectacular soundtrack transports you to a
unique experience. 150 min.

Friday and Saturday
Stranger than Paradise 7:30, 9:10
(1984) One of the best new independent films, Stranger than Paradise
takes off in all kinds of unexpected directions. It is an offbeat comedy,
rich in deadpan humour about a teenage immigrant from Hungary, her
American cousin and his gambling buddy. They enconter pop culture in
this somewhat ironic new wave view. 90 min.

Home
Mabel

#115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Call or drop by for an
appointment.

Writing Center
M-F, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
T, W, Th Evenings, 6-8 p.m.
Sunday Evening
Library Satellite
Seminar Rm. # 3 , 7-11 p.m.

...£ countdown for the Spring Weekend Soap Box Derby has begun.
:Start building your racers and collecting sponsors for the May 11 race[sponsored by St. Anthony Hall. All proceeds go to Muscular Dystro-!
iphy.
1
Contact Sam Reid, Box 1425, for more information.

Sunday through Tuesday
Once Upon a Time in America 7:30
(1984)This restored'version of Leones epic film adds new footage to the
story of five Jewish boys who grow up in Brooklyn. The film traces them
form small time thieves to big time racketeeers and gangsters under the
stimulating control of director Sergio Leone. 214 min.

Combined Health Appeal
For Business and Industry, Inc.
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On the Long Walk
Should Trin Invest In South Africa?
James Ward
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Fine Arts
Yes, but not until they find suitable alternatives.

by Theresa Ziobro
Staff Writer

Should Trinity College divest its
interests in South Africa in order
to protest apartheid?

David Zagaja '87
Yes, but in what way could Trinity
College be a true influence for the
cause unless a coalition of colleges
was formed?

Amie Paschal '88
Yes, they should take their money
out obviously, because they
shouldn't support a racist regime.
Being a liberal arts college that encourages equal opportunity and
equality, Trinity really shouldn't
keep their interests in because it
would be hypocritical of them.

Tom Waxter '86
They should take out these investments if only to help our own interests. It's better to create a
stabler environment in order to
preserve these interests.

Michele D. Sensale '85
Yes, most definitely. To do otherwise would be to accept implicitly
what's going on there. I don't even
think Trinity would want to do
that.

John Kail'87
"I'm not really sure if Trinity has
any investments in South Africa,
Robert Horowitz '87
No, the effort would be counterproductive as divestments would
break the last link the U.S. has
with the Republic of South Africa,
and then the U.S. would have no
leverage whatsoever to influence
positive change in South Africa.

Susan Moss '87
I'm surprised that our investments
are supporting a racist regime. I
just think they should reconsider
those investments because they're
unethical.

William Abbot '88
How much does Trinity have invested? A lot or a little? They
shouldn't pull the money out because it would have drastic economic ramifications. They would
lose most of the their financial
credit in Africa.
Allison Friday '82
I didn't know Trinity had any interests in South Africa. If they do,
they definitely should take thejm
out. I think anything that supports
or increases the problems there
should be eliminated. It's like
"Give Ireland back to the Irish."
Susan Brady '88
They shoudl take the money out.
But they should also find some
other way to invest the money so
they won't lose out. I really don't
see how it will make a difference
either way though whether they
keep the money in or take it out.
Marianne Stillwell '88
Trinity has interests in South Africa?! Of course they should ditch
them!

Mary Daly, feminist theologian and author, spoke at Trinity on Thursday.
photo by Virginia McLaury

Students To Hold Vigil
holdings in Motorola. But Pedemonti stated that it was only
a"very small share of stocks."
When asked if he felt that a general pull out of American countries
from South Africa would be beneficial^ Pedenionti replied no. He
believes that a pullout would serve
no purpose because another country would come in and take the

asked if the jobs outweigh the
technology which helps to oppress
the black majority, he only stated
that it was hard to say sinee this is
a "difficult issue."
The exact case which he was
asked about dealt with IBM. IBM
provided the South African government with computers which are
used by the prison department to
keep records of passbooks law violators. Although IBM has since

that "American businesses are
helping the economic well-being of
the black man" and that "if we
were to pull out, things would go
backwards."
Trinity has not taken any steps
to put pressure on the South African government, but Pedemonti
stated that it will "keep pressure
on the companies." He feels that
the jobs which the American companies supply to the South African
black man are positive. When

the technology it had provided is
still being used by the government.
Tonight at 9pm on the quad, the
Progressive Students Alliance and
the Anti-Apartheid Committee will
sponsor a Candlelight Vigil in opposition to the Apartheid policies
of South Africa. Professor Wade .
and Reverend 'full will both be
speaking at the gathering. All are
encouraged to attend and asked to
bring a lighter or a candle.

continued from page 1

Professor David R. Blumenthal of Emory University spoke Thursday night to commemorate Moses Maismonides' 850th Birthday.

SGA Update

BLOOM COUNTY
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by Ellen Garrity
News Editor

"I'm upset by the means of
which we approved this," said SGA
vice president Lee Coffin of the
ConnPIRG contract with SGA.
Coffin exressed his displeasure
with the contract's approval at the
April 16 meeting and was later approached-by a-number of SGA
members who shared his sentiments. • Coffin felt that the SGA
"got tired and gave up and voted
for the contract."
SGA President Steve Norton
said, "With any issue we are tired
of, we might vote on it haphazardly. I think we all supported the
contract originally. It's a fair contract."
Bill Vasil added that the SGA
was "pressured and influenced by
the presence of the administration" to approve the contract with

ConnPIRG".
Coffin said that he was considering resigning from his position'
as Vice President of the SGA because "I can't lead a representative body that doesn't respect
itself."
Coffin asked the SGA to vote
again on the contract with
ConnPIRG. The SGA approved the
contract by a vote of 29 yeas and
2 nays. Coffin and Vasil cast the 2
nays.
After the vote, ConnPIRG representative
Patty
Sinieropi
thanked the SGA for all the time
they devoted to the issue of
ConnPIRG's funding.
Coffin realized that the SGA
originally supported the contract
with ConnPIRG and decided not to
resign^, Vasil, however, resigned
from his position as an at-large
representative.
The SGA had invited Director of
Housing Tina Dow to last Tuesday's meeting, but she was unable

to come. Dow did not inform the
Housing Advisory Committee
about the decision to place freshman in more dormitories, such as
High Rise and the Sophomore
Slums, because the decision was
made over Spring Break.
Chris Allen moved that the SGA
request that Tina Dow keep the
housing as status quo for 1985-86.
A friendly amendment was made
to investigate the situation more
thoroughly for next year's lottery.
Ruth Taylor noted that this is
the second time the administration
has made a decision without in*
forming the SGA. (The renewal of
Follett's contract was the first
such decision.) She said that next
year's SGA should improve communication with the administration.
The bookstore amendment and
the revision of SGA elections were
tabled- until this evening's meeting. The SGA will meet tonight at
9:30 .p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
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College Students
Protest Aid Cuts
College students from most Private and Public campuses in Connecticut will rally on the steps of
the State Capitol in Hartford at
noon on Wednesday, May 1st to
protest the Federal cuts in student
aid which have been proposed by
the Reagan Administration.
According to rally organizers,
the Administration's proposals
threaten the very existence of the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program as well as the future of equal
access to American higher education for all qualified students.
"By sharply reducing Federal
support to lenders, while increasing lender liability and lender
administration costs, the Administration proposals appear intent
on ending lender participation by
destroying lender incentives,"
commented Jim O'Rourke, chairman of ConnPIRG, a statewide
student advocacy and research organization.
In discussions with officials of
the Connecticut Student Loan
Foundation, which administers the
GSL Program, rally organizers

BLOOM
COUNTY

learned that the proposed "reform" of the student aid program
would totally eliminate funding for
the CSLF and for all other State
Guarantee Agencies. "Instead of
eliminating high-income student
abusers of the Student Loan Program, the actual result of the
Administration's proposed reform
would be to inflict irrepairable
structural damage to the entire
program," claimed Kathy Behrens, Student Government President at the University of Hartford,
Following the Capitol rally, delegations will be visiting the offices
of Connecticut's six Congressional
Representatives as well as the offices of Senators Weiker and Dodd,
to thank them for their past support, and to draw their attention
to the specific threats to the financial aid system contained in the
Administation's proposals.
"Now is the time for students to
make their concerns known, before the final aid compromises are
struck in Washington," said Kurt
Stiles, President of the Student
Government at Mitchel College.

$1000
Questioned
iitfy

continued from page 1
Trinity Student Robin Wentz is pictured above with her little sister after the annual Big Brothers and Big
Sisters Softball game and picnic.
"What I'm upset about is that if
they had had a lot of questions concerning T.C.A.C. since January,
why wouldn't they talk to me about
it? I was willing to answer their
questions, I never avoided them,
but they never asked me. Certainly, this could have been cleared
up along time ago without all these
public allegations,"
The College: sent Greenland a
certified letter that requested an
explanation of certain expenditures last Tuesday. He responded
Wednesday, but refused to go into
detail, saying only that he had not
embezzeled T.C.A.C. funds.
Comptroller Phelan told the Tripod Friday that she had only
"skimmed" Greenland's letter and
that she could not disclose the contents of the letter until she had
met with.Dean .Winer, Vice-President Smith, Mather Director Gorlick-Asmus, and Business Manager
Sauer next week. .

AfV'6€0Pt/e$S7'FOR

"I don't want to cast an unfair
light on Mark. Iwant to give him
the benefit of the doubt until we
take a close look at his answers,"
said Phelan last Friday.

WAS TM satecK m

Sigma Nu Teaches Gym Class
by Beth McDonald

Staff-Writer
Two weeks ago SGA awarded
the Sigma Nu fraternity the SGA
Community Service Award, which
will be presented to them on Honors Day in the Chapel. One of the
projects that Sigma Nu has undertaken (which was considered for
the award) is teaching gym classes
to the children of St. Augustine's
School.
The idea of the brothers helping
out with the gym classes came
from Sister Eveline of St. Augustine's during the planning stages
of the brother's Halloween escort
service for children. Sister Eveline's, original suggestion was for a
few brothers to spend 2 or 3 hours
a week teaching gym classes, since
St. Augustine's has limited financial resources and could not provide for a gym instructor.
The brotherhood decided to expand on Sister Eveline's idea and
make teaching gym class' a fulltime responsibility for the entire

COULPH'TFltmOVT
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The following is the
new Tripod staff:
Editor
John Shiftman

Announcements Editor
Carol Helstosky

Managing Editor
Allan Kadin

Features Editor
Mark Wlodarkiewicz

News Editor
Julia McLaughlin

Contributing Editor
William Hatch

Assistant News Editor
Ann Grunbeck '

Business Manager
Tom Swiers

Arts Editor
Catherine Nemser

Advertising Manager
Dan Weick

World Outlook Editor
Bridget McCormack

Photo Editor . :•
Virginia McLaury

Sports Editor
Marc Esterman
We still need circulation and copy editors. If interested submit name
Box 1310.

brotherhood Beginning November 1st, liJ84, thirty plus members
began to devote one to two hours
teaching Monday thru Friday.
The teaching of the classes by
the brothers has had two apparent
advantages for the children. It
gives them the opportunity to "let
out their energies in a positive
fashion," as Dave Discenza pointed
out, and second, it gives the children "person to person contact
with older peers, rather than an
aloof gym teacher," as Rick Andreoli stated.

In the future, the brothers pTSn
on taking the students of St. Augustine's to Trinity for a day of
classes, for they have only concrete to play on at the school. This
fall the brothers plan on painting
the gymnasium and conducting the
Halloween escort service again.
Clearly, as Andreoli pointed out,
"As a group we've been able to
accomplish what an individual
can't do," and in Diseenza's words,
"we will continue to do so as long
as there's a need in the community."

Scranton Mr. New England
Special to the Tripod

Trinity student David Scranton
won the Big East Body Building
Championships Saturday and went
on to win the Mr. New England
crown Sunday.
Seranton is a sophomore from
Bristol, Connecticut and has been
active in body building for the past
five years, A straight-A math major, Scranton weighs' in at 220
pounds and stands 6'2" tall.
The New England Body Building championships were held Sat-

urday here in Hartford as Scranton
won out over 100 other competitors in the teenage class. The Mr.
New England championships were
held in Worchester, Massachucetts on Sunday afternoon.
Scranton was rather non-challant but cocky after his victories
this past weekend. When someone
asked Sunday how he did over the
weekend, he offered that he "managed to win, but that was kind of
expected."

NOTICE!
QE2 STANDBY FARETb EUROPE-NOW $599.
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for 4 (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $699, sail in a
minimum grade room for 2
people. This limited offer is
subject to withdrawal without
prior notice and may not be
combined with any other offer.
Rate does not include taxes or
airfare. Confirmation will be
given 3 weeks prior to sailing;

a $75 deposit is required with
your request. For details, see
your travel agent or write:
Cunard, EO. Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NY 10163.
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Editorial
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Students Against Gays
If there's anything worse than apathy, it's ignorance.
Hatred springs eternal on the Trinity campus, hatred and
fear of homosexuals. Indeed, this is a topic that has
been rehashed on this page until most of us are sick
and tired of hearing about it. But the homophobia controversy has taken a new twist through the guise of
S.A.G.E. (This stands for Students Against Gays Everywhere). This organization made a concerted effort to
protest gay/lesbian rights by posting signs and wearing
black clothing or armbands to protest gay rights. Was
this some sick joke or were these students serious? It
is hard to imagine the lengths people will go to proclaim
their utter contempt for human rights and dignity. What
a sad waste of time and effort.'
Although most students laughed off S.A.G.E., some
also laughed off gay pride day. Some thought the day
was bad publicity for the college, especially on a prospective students visitation day. It was not publicity, it
was no joke, gay pride day was a cold hard fact- there
are gays on campus. Now if you are in favor of or
opposed to gay and lesbian rights, that is your own
business. But if you go out of your way to display hatred
and contempt for any group, you make it everyone's
business, because hatred breeds fear and distrust. Who
knows what follows a sickening spectacle like S.A.G.E.?
We should be more concerned if prospective students
saw the ignorance manifested by this group than we
should be if students saw evidence of a homosexual
population on campus.

The Search Goes On
Why has the Administration been dragging it's feet on
the Dean of Faculty appointment? Borden Painter stepped
in on a "temporary" basis, and this has turned in to a
year-long job. Trinity has been through so many candi^ateO'and •at-.,least twice this y
year,
, final choices for the
iti
d
b t th
l l tthrough.
h h
IIs it
th
position
were made,
but
these ffell
it the
Administration or the candidates that are being difficult?
Let's hope it doesn't take the Administration this long
to find a new director of the campus center?

Bonelli's Service Commended
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in defense of John G. Bonelli. I do not
wish to label this as a "letter of
defense" because I do not feel one
needs to be defended for being
honest. However, it seems as
though others do not agree with
this point.
Towards the close of last semester, John wrote a letter supporting
the Trinity Gay Alliance Group;
this seemed to arouse quite an unfavorable response from many who
disagreed with John. I heard many
people make vicious remarks about
John (and about homosexuals in
general) as a reaction against this
letter.

Many people seemed to label
John as a "bad person" simply because he has acknowledged the fact"
that he is sexually attracted to
men. (Note: I say acknowledged
not confessed, because John has
not committed a crime, he has
stated a fact.) I am sexually attracted to men also, but because I
am a woman, nobody would make
an issue of this or try to interfere
with my personal life. Why should
John be stigmatized because he has
been honest about his sexual orientations?
Sexuality is a personal matter
whether it involves heterosexuals
or homosexuals. What or who
gives anybody the right to place

Gay Pride Events
Lacked Any Tact
To the Editor:
Last Wednesday, the twentyfourth of April, was referred to as
"Gay Pride Day" at Trinity. There
is nothing wrong with this concept, nor the fact that there are
homosexuals on this campus'. There"
was, although, a major problem
with the display that was presented to all on Wednesday. It
made homosexuality a major issue
on this campus, the most pronounced of the day.
This day was a visitation day for
many prospective students and
their families. What did they see?
They not only saw a beautiful rampus surrounded b,y Elm .trees, but
a mass of gay activities, pronounced to all. If the Trinity Gay

Alliance feels that homophobia is a
major problem in this society,
would they not scare many of the
prospective students and their
parents? The visitation day was
meant to welcome these people to
Campus, not to frighten them into
attending a competing institution.
It is important to be aware of
sexual matters, but such displays
as were presented last week are
unnecessary and disruptive. Such
matters should not be openly displayed, whether heterosexual or
homosexual. Maybe next time, the
Trinity Gay Alliance will act in a
more tactfull manner.
The Trinity College Republican
Club

BLOOM COUNTY

themselves in the exalted seat of
judgement and to become the interloper in the personal relationships of others?
Those who react so harshly to
John Bonelli's "revelation" are reacting to the label of homosexuality and not to John as a person.
John Bonelli is no less of a person
simply because he is "gay." John
is, on the contrary, probably more
generous and caring than many
people regardless of their sexual
preference.
Those of you who condemn John
for his honesty, how many of you
know that without John, Trinity's
volunteer services would probably
be non-existent? How many of you
knew that John Bonelli was responsible for the creation of the
position of Volunteer Coordinator
and for the increase in student involvement with the outside community? How many of you were
aware of John's Outreach Committe serving meals to the poverty-stricken of the community?
How many of you were aware of
John's receipt of the SGA award
for his contributions to Trinity
College? How many of you know
John Bonelli?!
For those of us who are not homosexuality inclined, nobody is imposing homosexuality on us. We
are free to continue engaging in
heterosexual relationships, so why
condemn? I do not think that the
Gay Alliance is trying to "convert" the heterosexual population,
nor do they "condemn" us. So why
must so many of us condemn and
attempt to "convert" them?
I would like to commend John
Bonelli on his recent letter to theTripod; I have quite a bit of respect for him, as do nrtany other
students here. Yes, John Bonelli is
gay — Big Deal! And for those who
are so repulsed by the idea of homosexuality to the point of cruelty
and insensitivity — have no fear,
here's some good news for you: It's
not contagious!..-.]
Claudia A. Baio '86

Red Cross

Thanks
PsiU
Editor's note: The following letter
is a, copy of a letter sent to Joe
Lunghamer and Psi Upsilon
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fraternity.

••••-..'.

Dear Joe:
Many thanks to you and your
fraternity brothers at Psi Upsilon
for organizing a most enthusiastic
and productive blood drive at Trinity College this past March.
We truly appreciate each and
every donor who shared the gift of
life. 125 pints of blood were collected from the 140 participants.
On behalf of patients in hospitals
throughout the State, we gratefully acknowledge this priceless
contribution to the Connecticut
Red Cross Blood Program.

A-i

Very Sincerely,
Jo Clark
Assistant Director
Blood Services

Unibed Vtey

NON-SMOKIITSUNE

of the Capital Area
CALL
1-800-922-4162
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RTS AND STUFF
Little Clay Cart at AAC Can't Carry the Weight it Bears
hi/ Sffi'rn Brcnman
Tripod Editor

In last weekend's production of
Little Clay Cart the Theatre/Dance
department promised a mingeling
of performance modes and disparate cultures. Mr. Gargi intended to
stir our imaginations to evoke
mood and meaning in the drama.
The story moved slowly and wasn't
well enough supported by stage
magic to sustain the speed. Unfortunately the brilliant costumes, ex• agerated makeup and authentic
Indian detail were not enough to
carry a weak production.
Little Clay Cart was most likely
written by King Shudraka in the
4th Century. It tells of the courtesan Vasantasena (Gretehen Schoppert) who is desperately in love
with Charudatta (Chuck Chronis),
a poor bad proud merchant. Although its subject matter is distant, this should not be an
insurmountable hurdle in the way
of a modern audience's comprehension. The translation left much
to be desired; compared to the
lustre and oppulence of the cast's
dress, it palled.
Gretehen Scoppert's portrayal of
the crafty courtesan was excellent.

She embodied appropriate energy
in her physical gestures while
maintaining an alluring calm about
her face. This contrast gave her
character a spiritual dimension
which carried the show.
Her friend Madanika was well
played by Joanna Colbert. Again
the dance like quality of her movement and posture was beautiful.
Little Clay Cart opened with an
invocation which promised good
things for the evening. Colbert was
joined by Linda Comeau, Marianne
Allessio, Lauren Meyers, Trini
Rivers and Anne M, McAllister
who danced in the imaginative
space theatre hopes to create. As
the play progressed, however, the
magic faded and boredom set in.

Fiona Mellish and M. Hunter
Sloan.. There seemed however to
be a distracting lack of directorial
attention to this important scenic
facet of the "bare stage".
The costuming was unquestionably spectacular. Most of the pieces
were authentic dress Gargi
brought from India. The fabrics are
richly patterned and ornamented;
the colors vivid. Together with a

host of authentic properties the
look of the show was established
as extravagent and theatrical.
These elements can only keep the
audience's attention for a short period of time. Two hours and thirty
minutes is not that short. I found
the text jumpy and less lyrical than
I might have imagined. Since the
plot wore thin quickly I was hoping
the poetry could maintain my in-

terest. It could not. The production seemed trapped between the
paces of a lyrical dance and a verbal drama
The exploration of drama with a
less Western/verbal focus is essential to a well rounded view of the
art. This production failed, however, to make the infusion of
"new" forms exciting to a Trinity
audience.

Trinity Students In Dance Company

The pace was slow moving and
the action very closely controled
by the director. This seemed to stifle the natural rythym of Chronis,
who seemed surprisingly uncomfortable on stage. Charudatta is
driven by internal forces which
Eric Ziemann mastered the Masuer/Monk role with admirable energy and speed. His physical and
spiritual transition were convincing and entertaining. Here, as
throughout the show, makeup was
sensitively and expertly applied by
Anita Walia, Stephanie Decker,

The Art of U2
T
by Vordo
Contributing Editor

Where is the fine line between
In the arena, the music mainthe artistry that exists in the cre- tained its innovative edge, and the
ation of art, and the mindless reptechnical presentation was superb,
etition that may exist in its
but that is only the aesthetic part
presentation? Where is this line
of this art; I am concerned with
that makes art, art, and the viewer
the part mentioned earlier.
of the art, part of the artist?
On this evening, I encountered •
Does this boundary exists in the
what has long been called the
realm of aesthetic, or is it part of
"oceanic feeling," for I knew what
our passion that we all possess? It
I felt (being both sober and sane)
is not the aspect of art that excites
was felt by every person in my
our senses, it is the deeper, unexsight. Not long ago, Bono used to
plainable part that makes us look
drape himself in a white flag, symat ourselves and our surroundings
bolic of surrender — the end of
in a new light; through some portal
war and destruction, but, on this
the artist enters and tells us that
evening, the flag had writing on it.
he is part of us. The portal is our
It said "end apartheid" and Bono's
emotion, and this is where the line
symbol has gained a more tangible
exists.
meaning. People, I don't think,
were cheering for the mere specWhat was this profound event
tacle but more for the gut feeling
that made men look into this defithat apartheid is wrong.
nition? Not a poetry reading, or a
dance performance, or even an
During "Pride," that feeling was
afternoon outing at the Wadsaugmented as we were asked to
worth Atheneum; ft was a concept
sing in requiem of many great men
It was one of thdse loud, gaudy,
who are no longer alive to carry a
grandiose shows 'full of drunken
white flag. The final comfirmation
teenagers, crashing discordent
w.as the words "How long, to sing
sounds, and deafening cheering,
this song" which filled the arena
that would make one of another
long after the lights were turned
generation wonder what all this inon and were carried into the corsanity is about. It was at such an
ridors beyond the stage.
event that I, high in the rafters,
experience art.
Art exists in the narrow space
There are very few bands that I
between the artist and his viewer
would actually see in a large audi— and in that arena, the space betorium, since the band playing
tween those two entities was all
probably made some serious artisbut eliminated. The distant figures
tic compromise to get there. But
on the stage far below my vantage
there exists a few musical groups
seemed not so far away. And after
that have maintained their integ-'
a time, their words, which we all
rity as well as bringing something
have known for some time, started
fresh to the experience,
tp take on more abstract meanings. Why was I thinking about U2 in one of those bands. Their
what it meant to be human? Why
music has taken directions into
was I thinking about brotherhood?
places-that most bands have feared
I don't really know. One might
to venture, for experimentation is
think that I was caught up in the
one of the key aspects of their sucintensity of the presentation for
cess. There remains the one thing
my thought was moved into emothat ties all of their music totion, which does not happen all that
gether, which is an anthem quality
often.
that is not easily forgotten.

Rob Kowalski will present five
works, four of them premiers, during WORKS dance company's first
season at Charter Oak Temple, a
new visual and performing arts
center in downtown Hartford. The
'performances brings together 15

dancers from diverse backgrounds
including SUNY Purchase, Hartford Conservatory, and Trinity
College. Graduate Allison Friday
and junior Heather Brown are part
of the emsemble. Three of the dancers are members of the Hartford

Ballet.
Performances will be Friday and
Saturday, May 3 and 4 at 8:00 p.m.
and Sunday, May 5 at 2:30 p.m.
Admission will be $7.00 general,
$5.00 for students. Contact works
at 522-1045 for tickets.

Upcoming Events at Trinity
Bluesman Returns to Connecticut
James Cotton, the reknowned
blues and boogie harpist delivers
his party show for 2 nights only in
Connecticut. On Friday, May 3,
Cotton will perform at Weslyan
University, Hockey Rink arena.
The show is scheduled to begin at

6:30 with Roomful of Blues. The
show is open to the public.
Saturday, May 4, Cotton returns
to the Country Squire, Route 83,
Ellington. Approximate showtime
is 11:00 p.m.
Cotton and his new 7-piece band,

Sophisticated Ladies in New Haven
Broadway's Tony Award winning "Sophisticated Ladies", the
tribute to the unforgettable Duke
Ellington, will be presented at the
Palace Theatre Stage for five performances, starting May 3, Showtimes are Friday, May 3, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday there are

two shows: 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Instantly recognizable songs are
"Mood Indigo", "It Don't Mean a
Thing", "Satin Doll", "Take the A
Train" and of course, "Sophisticated Ladies". The musical direction is under Mercer Ellington,
Duke's son.

The James Cotton Band, will be
playing new material from their
recently released LP, High
Compression, on Alligator records. The show also features such
classics as "Feeling Good", "Cotton Crop Blues", and "Rocket 88".

Student Poets
On Wednesday, May 1, two senior poets, Mara Eilenberg and Alyson Geller, will read their poetry
in the Alumni Lounge at 4:15 p.m.
The reading is presented by the
Trinity College Poetry Center. Refreshments will be served.
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RTS AND STUFF
Pipes Buttondown Sounds: Disappointing
by Kathryn Gallant
Tripod Columnist

According to Ted Coxe, Trinity
students have been going to Buttondown Sounds concerts for
twenty-five years. This is probably
the first time in those twenty-five
years that they've been given a
better review for their acting than
for their singing.
Before a less-than-capaeity
crowd in the Washington Room,
the Pipes ran through most of the
material on their new album "Piplical Pursuit" and some of their
older songs. After about half of the
program was over I turned to my
companion and asked her if the
Pipes had intended to do a revival
of music from the 1960's. The first
three numbers, "Precious and
Few" "Come, Go With Me" and
"California Dreamin'" were performed competently enough, with
the addition of some fine solos by
Andy Carlson, Ted Coxe, Diana
Mercer, Melissa Brown and Greg
Avitabile on flute.
"In the Mood" and "Dream A
Little Dream of Me", with a solo
by Michael Connelly, showed the
audience just how well the Pipes
do with the rich harmonies and
modulations of older music. The

fun ended there, however, when
the Pipes launched into a long, boring version of the Beach Boys'
"Good Vibrations". This song is
simply too long and doesn't lend
itself well to being rearranged for
voices, rather than instruments.
My lasting impression of this number was that there were just too
many ooh's and aah's for too a long
a time. After the song, in an offcolor attempt at a little humor, two
Pipes men carried out a tray with
cans of soda and champagne
glasses, one can per Pipe. Each
person poured themselves a dribble's worth of soda, sipped it and
then deposited the glass and the
rest of the can of soda into a garbage bag provided. When someone
said that they thought perhaps this
waswasteful, Greg Avitabile said,
"No problem, we've got SGAfunding this year." The only thing
I can say is that if Phillips O'Brien
was in the audience, the Pipes had
better hope he has a good sense of
humor.
Although all of the musical numbers were basically well-done, none
really stood out as excellent, and
the biggest problem seemed to be
a general lack of enthusiasm
among the members of the group.
When the five graduating seniors,

Melissa Brown, Andy Carlson, Michae! Connelly, Ted Coxe and
Floyd Higgins, sang their number
"After You've Gone," the only
person who really seemed to be
into it was Melissa, who almost let
loose in a fine solo,
Floyd Higgins, singing the solo
on Billy Joel's "For the Longest
Time," proved himself to be, in my
estimation, too hip for words. It
was a relief to hear him sing so
well, because I had feared for his
health during the hip-thrusting
segments of "Summer Lovin'."
I was under the mistaken

impression that the Pipes would
not be performing "Julianne" Saturday night and I really wish they
hadn't. This is old, old, old, and
boring, boring, boring. The Tripod
is sponsoring a contest to find out
just how many Trinity students
know this song by heart.
Laura Shepherd has a fantastic
voice and should sing a lot more
solos. Her performance in "Summer Lovin'" wasn't very big, but
here's to hoping we hear more
from her next year.
The Pipes are turning into a fine •
troupe of comic actors, however,

Channel 20 WTXX will air
"Threads", a shockingly realistic
film about global nuclear war and
its aftermath on May 1, from 8 to •
10 p.m. The British production has.
not been seen.before on commercial television in Connecticut,
•"Threads" is a drama, although :
the ^eientjfic accuracy and ,docu-, '
mentary jtyh : o|"..tfe program,
make*! it .frightfully realistic. The
producers of the program spent
two years researching the probable effects of a nuclear holocaust
before filming began in Sheffield,

.covers the aftermath for a period
of 18, years, As well' as physical
"Threads" takes place- in -the, • deterioration of the society's
near future in Sheffield/Britain's , structure, sickness, and starvasteel, production center. We meet tion, the film graphically portrays
the changes in human values and
Jimmjf.JCemp, .his girlfriend Euth
Bejiliett'ahd. their families, Jtamy relationships while the crisis worsens.
and1 Ruth decide to marry when
Ruth discovers she js pregnant.
, Meanwhile, a crisis is escalating
The fijm is being sponsored by
between the U,S-, and the Soviet
the Father Nadolny Good' News
Union. When the war starts, BritFund, He will be part of a panel of
ain is hit by 200 megatons of nuexperts who will discuss the proclear explosives, -,
>,
gram with a studio audience right
after the show airs.
After the bombing ends, the film

and I suspect that Jon Potter, the
Pipes "Comedy Chairman," has a
lot do with this. The highlight of
the evening was he and Ted Coxe's
impressions of Rocky and Bullwinkle, the cartoon characters. Potter's sophisticated sense of humor
will hopefully bring out the same
thing in the other members of the
group and we'll be able to avoid
cheap attempts at comedy, such as
a Pipes member waving his limp
wrist at the audience while Lisa
Howell made her Pipes-Pride Day
announcement. You better let Jon
handle the comedy, guys.

Plays on the
The Departments of English,
Theatre-Dance, and the IDP office
will sponsor "Caesar Augustus", a

'WAmwogm-'tftop,

arid *<«Sro.o

Genus", a modern morality play.
"Caesar Augustus" is from the
Towneley Cycle of 32 plays that
dramatize the history of Christianity. Professors Milla Riggio and
Roger Shoemaker are co-directing
the 15 minute play. It is being
acted by Prof. Riggio's Towneley
Cycle class. The University of Toronto is sponsoring a performance
of the entire cycle on May 25 and
26, and Trinity was asked to produce this play for that festival. Its
performance here is in preparation
for the trip to Canada.
"Homo Genus", written by Joyce
Baker, an IDP student at Trinity,
is directed by Matthew Moore'85.
A morality play follows a generic
character, representing all mankind, who struggles through life

and must overcome sin in order to
get to heaven. Ms. Baker has modernized this genre and related it to
warm, and sometimes comic, way.
The three principal characters
are played by Ken Festa '85) Philip
Ailing '86, and John Mallaney '88.
There is also an ensemble of 17
"chorus" members. The Stage
Manager is Sarah Ragland '85, and
the Costume Designer is Stephanie Decker '87.
"Caesar Augustus will be performed followed by "Homo Genus" on Saturday and Sunday,
May 4 and 5, at 2:00 p.m. on the
Mather Terrace outside the Cave.
There will be a reception after both
plays on Saturday. In the case of
bad weather, Saturday's perform- •
ance will be cancelled, and Sunday's performance will move into
the Cave.

England. Viewer discretion is adVised;-

'

•-'

•''

Writers Conference
The Connecticut Writers League will hold its 11th annual writers conference from 8:15 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. an Saturday, May 4th, at
the Jacobs Life Sciences Building.
< Co-sponsored by the Trinity College Poetry Center, the conference will offer eight workshops in
two, one-half sessions, thus enabling each participant two workshops. Refreshments will be
served.
Playwright Constance Congdon
will speak to the entire gathering
at noon. Congdon is literary manager and playwright-in-residence
at the Hartford Stage Company.
Her play, "The Bride", performed
at the 13th American College
Theater Festival, won the National Playwriting award in 1980.
Workshops to be offered in the
first morning session are: Poetry
with Hugh Odgen, associate professor of English and Creative
Writing; Short Fiction by Thalia
S.elz, writer-in-residence; Local
History by Ellsworth Grant, a frequent contributor to The Courant's Northeast Magazine; and
Facts into Fiction by novelist Marcia Biedermann.
The second session will feature:
Poetry by writer/Editor Sue Ellen

Thompson; Sports Writing by
Ginny Apple of The Courant; Researching Your Book by Barbara
Sicherman, Keenan professor of
History and The Western Novel by
Matt Braun, 1977 winner of The
Western Writers of America
Golden Spur Award.

Light House
On Friday, May 3, a theatredance production titled "Light
House" will be performed by Trinity College students.
The production combines poetry,
movement, and visual elements to
create images of lighthouses, loneliness and solitude.
Judy Dworin, associate professor of theatre and dance at Trinity,
developed the concept into a theatre-dance piece in collaboration
with Trinity seniors, Marianne Allessio,, Michael Jacobson, Sonia
Plumb, and Seldon Wells. The music was written by New York composer Julie Liberman.
"Light House" will be performed at 8:00 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austen Arts
Center. Admission is free.

French Musie from the 19th and 20th Centuries
A concert of French music from
the 19th and 20th centuries will be
performed Wednesday, May 1 at
5:00 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center.
The concert will feature guest
artist Julie Charland playing a cello

sonata by Claude Debussy and artist-in-residence Linda Laurent,
playing improvisations for piano by
Francis Poulenc. The program will
also feature soprano Marsha Hogan performing songs by French
composers including Gabriel Ur-

bain Faure,' Darius Milhaud and
Erik Satie.
'.._
The event, sponsored by the
Trinity College Music Department
and the Alliance Francaise of
Hartford, is free of charge.
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ORLD OUTLOOK

New" Coke Is It?
by Huteh Robbins
World Outlook Staff
Unknown to most Americans, a
great institution was radically
changed recently. Coca-Cola formally shelved its original formula
on April 23. The 99 year old taste,
first concocted by Atlanta dentist
John S. Pemberton in 1886, will
givee was to a sweeter, lighter variety complete with a few more calories. Coca-Cola Co. chairman,
Robert C. Goizueta called this new
drink, "smoother, rounder, yet
bolder. Its a more harmonious flavor."
Most lay people describe the new
taste as very similar to Pepsi,
which thrills Pepsi executives.
Pepsi-Cola U.S.A. president,
Roger Enrico said, "After 87 years
of going at it eyeball to eyeball, the
other guy just blinked."
Coke, naturally, disagrees. Goizueta says, "Thousands of consumers across the width and
breadth of this country have told
us this is the taste they prefer. The
decision, in fact, became one of the
easiest we ever made."
The change came about as Coke
pressed to increase its share of the
soda market. Coke currently holds
37 percent of all soft drinks consumed in the U.S. Recently, the
company has created such beasts
as Cherry Coke, Caffeine-Free
Coke, Caffeine-Pree Diet Coke (the
farthest thing from the original)
and the ever-popular Diet Coke.
Coke is adding another piece to the
process by changing their famous
can. the new, adulterated, can will
have a gold top and silver stripes.
Naturally, Pepsi is launching a
massive ad campaign to exploit
Coke's foolishness. As a newspa-

per states, "Coca-Cola is withdrawing theri product from the
marketplace, and reformulating
brand Coke to be 'more like Pepsi'.
Too bad Ripley's not around ... He
could have had a field day with this
one."
One can only imagine the war
that will now accur on t.v., radio,
and printed press. We could be
seeing Lionel Richie and Bill Cosby
going head to head a la Thmans
Hearns and Marvin Hagler.
This whole mess raises as ageold question: Why tamper with
success? Coke is surely the most
famous taste to millions of Americans and foreigners. Why confuse
loyal taste buds with something
sweeter? Do you see McDonalds
changing the Big Mac because of
the Whopper's poularity? I think
not. In my mind "Coke has made a
fatal flaw. Surely their ingenius
and wealthy executives could conceive of a better way to corner the
soda-pop market than banishing an
old favorite to an Atlanta vault for
eternity.
Exercising needed caution, Coke
made extensive tests before diving
headfirst off the cliff. They tested
190,000 people. In a blind taste
test, 55 percent preferred the new
brand; in an open taste test, in an
open taste test, 61 percent favored
the new brand.
I only hope that the majority of
these people can reconcile their
consciences with the destruction of
an American institution. Perhaps
these people would prefer that
baseball be played on concrete, in
the winter, without hot dogs.
Lastly, I admit I have not tasted
this "new" Coke, and I hope to be
pleasantly surprised. Until then, I
will be wary and skeptical and I
urge other to do the same. Let
Coke win our loyalty once again.

Reagan And The Deficit
by Bridget McCormack
World Outlook Staff
"We stand at a crossroads. The
hour is late. The stakes are momentuous." These were Presidentt Reagan's words oh television
last week as he admitted that the
federal budget deficit was indeed
a problem. Are we supposed to be
impressed with his new disovery?
This year's deficit is, as usual,
record setting- that is common
knowledge. $213 billion is the official estimate. The President's
compromise with Senate Republicans to remedy the problem is not
only unwise, it is also insufficient.
At most it would save $52 billion
next year and reduce the deficit to
$98 billion by 1988. And experts
say that is even an optomistic figure.
President Reagan's plan to reduce the deficit is a blatant crushing of all but the most basic social
programs. He has tried to cover

this up by calling his plan a "taxpayers protection plan" to make
up for 20 years of "overspending"
and promising, as usual, to veto
any tax increase.
But budget director David
Stockman, on the other hand, is
not trying to hide the truth about
the Reagan-Republican plan. Appearing on "Meet the Press" he
told a national television audience:
"The alternative is a whopping
tax increase on everybody....We
either have this big housecleaning,
we scale back government to the
bare minimum...or we have a
whopping big tax increase." There
you go- clearly put.
Actually, Reagan's 1981 tax re-,
duction is one of the main causes
of today's deficit. There are other
causes, of course, obvious ones like
excessive military spending but
that reduction is the biggest reason.
So why try and cover up for past
mistakes by accusing opponents of
plotting to force a tax increase.

BLOOM COUNTY
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NON-SMOKER'S LINE

Stanley H. Kaplan

CALL
1-800-923-4162
There are other ways, better ways,
more effective ways to reduce the
deficit without "a whopping big
tax increase". Gutting the little
programs like Student Loans and
the. Job Corps only scrapes the surface of the problem, It is a dubious
way to recovery.
To be successful in reducing the
deficit the President must concentrate on three main areas- reducing defense spending and benefits
from Social Security and increasing revenues- unfortunately by
raising taxes.
Raising taxes does not have to
mean income taxes. A gasoline tax
increase has been. suggested by
some and it would be a good way
of conserving energy as well as
raising revenue. A minimum corporate income tax has also been
suggested and it too is a desirable
possibility. The closure of loopholes is also a surefire way of
raising revenue. Senator Ernest
Hollings of South Carolina says
that over 5 years $256 billion could
be raised this way. These alternatives would be a much wiser way
of doing things than the complete
attack on social programs which is
now in effect.
It is nice to see that Mr. Reagan
is finally aware of the dangers of
the deficit. He has come half way.
"The stakes are momentuous."
The responses should be.
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M-Track Suffers 1st Loss
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
For the first time in three years,
the Trinity men's track team
dropped a dual meet. Coming off a
third straight NESCAC championship, the Bantams came up flat
and literallly .got blown off the
track in a 95-70 loss to W.P.I.
Plagued by injuries, the men
failed to score strongly enough in
their usual events while the powerful squad from Worcester piled

up the points early and ran away
with the competition.
It suffice's to say that Coach
Foster's three year 19-1-1 record
reflects a vastly improved track
program, and the middle distance
and distance coaching of Assistant
Coach Alex Magoun has produced
what, along with Brandeis and
M.I.T., is one of the finest teams
in New England.
Injuries to phenom Dave Barry
and to school record javelin
thrower Rick Hayber weakened
the Bantams' overall attack. The

team is building toward the New
England Division III Championship meet this Saturday at Westfield State, and the return of Barry
and Hayber should ensure a high
finish for the squad.
The Bantams will be extremely
strong in the sprinting events and
both relays, and if Barry returns,
middle distance will be strong.
Hurdlers Greg Hill and Steve
Drew, as well as Paul Stauffer,
Matt Harthum, and Hayber, will
round out the Bantams hat of performers.

Golf Places 3rd At Yale
by Weston C. Elliot, Jr.
Sports Staff
In a week in which the golf team,
as individuals, played erratically,
Trinity lost to Williams, beat
Western Connecticut, and faired
well at the Yale Tournament.
On Monday, amid lightning and
downpours, the team's match
against Williams was shortened to
thirteen holes. This match . was
seen as a testing point for the up-

coming NESCAC championships
which will be played at Williams.
The Bants lost to the Ephmen
by three shots as only Paul Yablon
played well, shooting four over par
to finish at medalist. Tony Constanzo finished ten over par, while
Joe Lunghamer and Mark Furey
were 12 over. Ross Buchmueller
and Will Picullel were fourteen
over par. The total score of 312
was not one of Trinity's better efforts yet it only lost to highly rated
Williams by three shots.

Cram &
Sometimes studying
leaves you hungry at
the oddest hours of
the day or night. Shelly's
Deli is the answer!
You deserve i t .

SUM*
HARTFORD CIVIC CENTER
ASYLUM STREET
DOWNTOWN HARTFORD

OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

1

DO

TOWN
DELI!

On Thursday, Trinity took its
best five down to the Jesse Don
Tournament at Yale. Captain John
Worthington got back on track,
firing a 78 which placed him.third
in the tournament. As a team,
Trinity also finished third as Yablon shot 82 while Picullel and
Buchmueller shot 84's.
. The Yale course is a tricky one
that is rated one of the best in Connecticut and the Bantams' 328 beat
W.P.I., Quinnipiac, Sacred Heart,
and Bridgeport.
Friday's road trip took the links* ters to Richter Park, one of the
best public courses in the country.
In a howling wind, Worthington
put on the best performance of the
year and came in at 76. Buchmueller had an 84 while Yablon
and Constanzo stumbled to 88 and
89 respectively. Furey and Casey
Elliot rounded out the scoring with
94's.
This superb exhibition in how not
to play winning golf was only outdone by Western's average of 94
which included two scores above
100.
Despite coming away with the
victory, most of the players expressed disgust with their rounds.
Coach John Dunham termed the
team, which once had high expectations, "mediocre". With a 6-4 record in Division III, mediocre
seems the appropriate term.
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Federal Depository Library Program
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SOCIETY*
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Alex Steinert circles the goal against Amherst. The Bants trounced the
Lord Jeffs 18-5.

Tennis Places 5th
In New Englands
by Eric Newberg
Sports Staff
The 1985 New England Tennis
Championships began extremely
well for the Trinity tennis team.
As the weekend went on, the favored teams showed their dominance over the rest of the league.
. With only the singles' semi-finals
and finals and the doubles' finals
left, the Bantams were in fifth
place behind Amherst, Wiliams,
Tufts, and Connecticut College and
it appeared that that's just where
they would finish.
The tournament was set up differently this year with the #1 and
#2 players being placed in the "A"
> tournament, the #3 and #4's in the
"B" tournament, and the #5 and
#6's in the "C" tournament.
First round play was on Friday
afternoon and all six Trin players
were involved. Peter Appleton'
quickly disposed of his opponent in
straight sets and Jeff Lang beat a
Wesleyan player who had defeated
him earlier in the year. Captain
Art Strome also beat a Tufts
player who had beaten him earlier,
Dan Moran lost to a tough number
three player from Bowdoin. Eric
Smith destroyed a host Middlebury player 6-0, 6-2. Frosh Andy
Petricoff beat a Bates player 6-4,
6-1.

VISA & Master Card Credit Cards ?
Now YOU can have two of tha osoet recognized and accepted
cradle cards ia the world...VISA® and Mastercard®cradle
cards...."in your naaa" EVEN IP YOU A M NEW IH CREDIT or
HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORZl

\VV ^ A \

VISA® and MasterCard^, tha
credit carda you deserve and need for * ID * BOOKS
* DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT
o EMERGENCY CASH * TICKETS • RESTAURANTS
' * HOTELS I MOTELS * GAS * CAR RENTALS '* REPAIRS
* AMD TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINC!
'This Is the credit card information kit students have
been reading about in publications from coast to
coast and includes SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATIONS
for MasterCard & Visa as well as other national
charge cards. Approval absolutely guaranteed ao
Hurry....fill out this card today....
Your credit carda ara waiting!

At this point in the tourney,
there was a chance for Trin to have
a great finish.
The next morning was the second round of play and Appleton
continued beating number one
players as he ousted the Middlebury top player 6-3,7-5, Lang, who
plays number two, lost to the Tufts
number onq. Art Strome lost a
tough match in the. second round.
Although playing very good tennis, Smith narrowly lost to a Tufts
player 7-5, 7-6.. Petricoff lost to
Chris Meyer from Williams 6-1, 26, 6-2.
Playing in the quarterfinals, Appleton defeated a tough Bowdoin
player 6-4, 5-7, 7-5 to put himself
into the semis against top-seeded
Carl Soene of Conn College.
The doubles began Friday afternoon. The tough Strome-Moran
team beat the Bowdoin team
rather easily, but then fel! to the
Tufts team in a hard fought match
7-6,6-2.
Lang-Appleton, after destroying
one team, lost to Williams. Finally,
Newberg-Petricoff followed suit by
losing in the quarterfinals to the
top seeded Williams team 6-3, 6-3.
With, just Appleton left in the
tournament, the team was in fifth
place and appeared to be headed
for that spot regardless of Appleton's finish.

CREDITGETTER.BOX 291584, DAVIE.FL 33329
I i » w i I want VISA^MasterCardfljcredit
cards. Enclosed find $15 which is lOOX
refundable if not approved immediately
NAME
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Baseball Loses Four More-Drops To 7-13
by Marc Esterman
Senior Spo?-ts Staff
Pitching, the heart and soul of
the Bantam baseball team this
year, took a two-game hiatus this
past week and, by the time it returned to form, it was unable to
carry the weak-hitting Bants past
Nichols in a Saturday road doubleheader.
The Trinity baseball team has

now dropped four straight games
since a 7-4 loss to Tufts in the
nightcap of a twin-bill last week,
placing its season record at a disappointing 7-13.
Trinity's bats remained ice cold
this past week, wasting two wellpitched games by Mark Hamel and
Mike Criscione, the Bantams' onetwo senior combination which
hurled against Nichols and lost. 4-3
and 4-1 respectively.

Robie Shults, veteran manager
of the Bantam baseball squad, feels
that his team's poor overall hitting
is attributable to two factors: bad
luck and youth.
"Our batters are going through
a tough stretch right now," reasoned' Shults. "A couple of guys
are hitting the bail hard, but right
at somebody. We're also hurt by
the fact that we have a lot of young
and inexperiened people going up
to the plate. Opposing pitchers

nave been able to make us hit their
pitch."
The Bantams currently have five
freshmen and eight sophomores on
the 20-man roster.
One of those youngsters, T.J.
Turner, a freshman from Centerville, Maryland, showed no signs
of being intimidated against Nichols. Turner was the designated
hitter in the first game and the
first baseman in the second contest and went four-for-six on the

3 Off To
ECAC's
continued from page 12
ued her winning stretch, placing
first in the 400m intermediate hurdles, while Dow received her second first of the day, victorious in
the 100m dash with Pillsbury in
third.
Roomies Malabre and Looney
finished up the day for the women
with a one-three conclusion in the
eight lap 3000, and Trinity naturally won the mile relay.
All in all, it was a very good sea- •
son for the women, the best in their
short history. Finishing at .500 (55) may have been one of the milestones, but it wasn't the only one.
McKay, Woodford, and Michos
have all qualified for the ECAC
meet up in Bowdoin on Spring
Weekend. All are working for this
meet in the hopes of qualifying for
the nationals two weeks later.
Next year's outlook is promising. Although the Bants lose the .
services of three valuable seniorsThurman, Klein, and Looney-the
Bants still have a solid group of
about 15 women returning. And
with everyone coming out for
cross-country in the fall, it appears
that the Bant women will be in top
shape and ready for anything.

M-Lax
At 8-3
continued from page 12
Boone answered a Wesleyan goal
in the second quarter and was followed by teammate Rhodes' score,
giving Trin a 6-3 lead at halftimei
Smith scored off an assist from
his brother Dave to answer a Wesleyan goal to start the third.
Rhodes and Boone rounded out the
scoring for Trin in the quarter.
Boone moved into Wesleyan territory and scored 25 seconds into
the fourth quarter. Trinity was
now ahead 10-4, and the Bants, overconfident, fell, asleep. Wesleyan
rallied and gave the Bants a good
score with four consecutive goals.
Fortunately, the Bantams had
enough of a lead and carried off a
win.
:
The last four games have been
against teams which had beaten
the Bants last year, and the Bants
have won them all, avenging those
losses. On next Wednesday, the
Bants, now 8-3, will play Westfield, which beat Trin last year, at
home.
Eat In Or Takeout

CAMPUS PIZZA

1258 Broad Street
•Hartiorcl, Connecticut.

photo by Tara Tracey

The men's lacrosse team won two more games this past week.
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afternoon. Unfortunately, Turner
wasn't supported very well by his
fellow batsmen.
Hamel had a tough first inning,
giving up two runs, but settled
down after that and went the distance on the mound. Trin, which
could muster only five hits in the
game, collected four in the fourth
frame to take a 3-2 lead.
But that was short-lived. Nichols
tied it at three and won it in the
sixth.
Criscione also had first inning
problems, yielding a couple of
walks and throwing 29 pitches. A
double-play helped him out of the
jam with only one run crossing.
"We were in both games," said
Shults. "Our pitchers kept us close
against Nichols but we just
couldn't get enough hits or runs."
That's been an ail-too frequent
refrain this season. However,
Trinity broke into a new chorus
earlier in the week, in games with
Wesleyan and Springfield, but still
met with disasterous results.
This time, the usually adequate
Bant pitching joined the hitting in
playing the part of the culprit in
losses to Wesleyan and Springfield.
Artie Fitzgerald was tagged for
eight unearned runs in a 10-4 loss
to the rival Wesleyan Cardinals
and Ed Butler was also treated
harshly by Springfield in a 9-1 loss.
Both Fitzgerald and Butler have
been used frequently this season.
Shults has given Fitzgerald, normally a reliever, a few starts to
rest other starters, and used Butler, normally a starter, in the bull,pen when,,gitggegald has-been
overworked'. **
"We played four games last
week and five this week," noted
Shults, referring to his team's
week-long road trip. "Once we dip
down in our rotation, past our seniors (Hamel and Criscione), it gets
a little tougher."
To Shults' and the team's credit,
the Bants haven't given up the ship
yet.
"We haven't embarassed ourselves defensivlely and we've
played well at times this year," reflected Shults. "We've got a lot of
young players and they haven't
stopped their enthusiasm. You
can't stop hustling."
There's a lesson to be learned
somewhere in that statement. But
for the members of the Bant baseball team, it's a little more difficult
to swallow. At 7-13, lessons don't
come easy.
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Afternoon: Forever Afternoon (Tuesday?)
Lose your dreams and you will lose your mind
In life unkind
Goodbye Ruby Tuesday
-Rolling Stones
So this is how it all ends. After three and a half years as
sports editor of the Tripod all I need to do is wrap the
experience up in a few precise words and ride off into the
sunset. It sounds so easy.
...time runs backwards and I am a freshman again standing
near the sports desk and being assigned the women's tennis
article for the first paper of the school year. Now forward....it's an all-nighter getting the section ready during
the fall of my sophomore year....junior year I watch as Julia
McLaughlin becomes one of the paper's best writers....senior
year it's questions I wish I didn't have to ask after the
football team loses to Amherst....
These are snap shots and there are so many more. They
capture moments, but they don't come close to summarizing
the experience.
I'm looking at myself

Relflections of my mind
It's just the kind of day to leave myself behind
-Moody Blues
Of course it's not all been good. There have been frustrations with mocking computers and less than conscientious
writers. But these are nothing compared to the downer of
dealing with people who lack the slightest clue as to the
proper relationship between athletics and academies at a
school such as Trinity. However, this is the vocal minority.

Tuesday Afternoon
\ STEPHEN K. GELLMAN

The majority are smart, competitive, yet realistic people who
make the job of sports editor worthwhile. To coaches such
as Stan Ogrodnik and athletes like Joe Shield (I wouldn't
want to disappoint anyone) I give my deepest thanks. Youall have helped more than you can imagine.

W-Lacrosse Wins
Over Wes9 Jeffs
continued from page 12
player Ginny Biggar, while Sheppard noted that "our plays on attack were picture book perfect."
Sheppard picked out tri-captain
Sydney Fee as one player who did
a particularly good job against
Amherst. Fee covered Amherst's
best player, right attack wing Sue
Francis, who did most of the scoring in the first half. In the second
half, Fee covered Francis much
more tightly/preventing her from
scoring very much.
"Sydney played that woman so
effectively man-to-man that her
>44»il#JKftt} teamrn4.tes just couldn't
ever get the ball to hef," said
Sheppard.
Along with Fee, Sheppard noted
Steff Clothier's accomplishments.
"Steff had one of her best games
all season."

.

Tuesday's gone with the wind
-Lynard Skynard
So when you wrap up all the moments, good and bad, and
all the people, good and bad, what do you have?
You have the irreplacable experience of being sports editor
for such a long time. The essence of the experience has been
a sense of achievement. It's knowing on tuesdays that you've
done your best and after 25 hours or so of work, produced a
sports section. This may sound like a self-centered way of
viewing it but one must find self-satisfaction and motivation
to edit any section on the Tripod. There are no cheering
crowds and no one asking you questions; there is only the
satisfaction of having done a good job.
So after filtering the entire three and a half years I am
left with tuesday afternoons. That's what it has all been
about....Tuesday Afternoon.
Tuesday afternoon
I'm just beginning to see
Now I'm on my way
-Moody Blues
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Amherst's defense used heavy
checking against the Bants and
was called several times for it.
"They weren't as skilled as we
were, so their checks weren't as
good and were pretty dangerous,"
said tri-captain Susie Cutler. "I got
clobbered once or twice, but that's
normal."
With greatly improved offensive
and defensive play, and five blowout wins in a row, the question is
whether the Bants could beat
Tufts, their one loss of the season,
at this more advanced point in the
season. Tri-captain Karen Rodgers
speculated "I think we would beat
liams 22-7. Williams complimented
the Bants by replacing its goalie in
the first minutes of the second half.
The outstanding Bant player of the
game was Mary Priscilla Stevens.

Heavies Whip Wes;
Williams Up Next
coxswain Steve Musicant. "We
know we can do better. We really
expected to have them by the
1000."
The lightweights, however, seem
Things are looking pretty good
to have retained a passion for winfor the varsity heavyweight eight.
ning and the losses to Coast Guard
The Bantams won their third race
and Conn may simply fire them up
in four starts Saturday, defeating
for the Vail. After all, the eight
Wesleyan by a whopping 20 secfeatures six members of last year's
onds on Trinity's home piece of the
bronze medel boat.
Connecticut River.
On the other hand, the varsity
The heavies opened the season
women may have lost their fire.
with a win at Coast Guard but then
Trin finished a dismal third to
dropped a close decision to UMass.
Wesleyan and Conn College SatHowever, wins over Georgetown
urday. The women's eight has now
and Wesleyan have put the Bants
lost four consecutive races.
in pretty good position with the
Dad Vail Regatta less than two
Trinity did come up with victoweeks away. This Saturday, the
ries in two of the most exciting
Bants will test themselves against
races of the day. Four members of
a. competitive Williams eight.
Trin's JV heavyweight eight
opened the day by edging Conn
College's varsity heavyweight four
Making things a bit more intriby 2/10 of a second. And the JV
guing is the apparent lack of a
lightweights made a phenominal
dominating heavyweight boat at
rally over the last 600 meters to
the Vail level. Two-time defending
wipe out a four second deficit and
champion Temple was beaten by
win by 5.6 seconds.
the University of New Hampshire
The Bants' other win came in
recently and UNH had raced close
the freshman lightweight race
to even with UMass. All this sugwhere Trin's 'A' boat defeated its
gests that the heavyweight divi'B' boat by seven seconds. Wession may be more competitive than
leyan was over a minute back in
last May when only Purdue had
third. ' '•
the power to stay with Temple.
At the novice level Trin dropped
While the heavies appear to be
building toward a strong perform- , two races. In the novice 'A' race,
Trin got caught in the wake of a
ance in Philadelphia, the rest of
passing motor boat at the start and
the boats offered mixed signals.
never recovered, losing to Conn
The varsity lightweights, for exCollege by 13.9 seconds. The novample, seemed to be as strong as
ice B's were swamped by Wesany eight going into the season.
However, the lights lost to Conn, leyan earlier in the morning.
Finally, Trinity's freshman
College Saturday in what was uniheavies were edged (1,06) seconds
versally agreed "a bad row."
by Conn College.
"It was just a bad row," noted
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor

Ellie Pierce (right) catches a lead pass despite the efforts of a Lord Jeff.

photo by John Shiftman

Softball Beats Rival Wesleyan 12-4
by Margaret Figueroa and Mark
Shaughnessy
•Sports Staff
An extra day of rest resulting
from a rainout against Smith
proved to strengthen the women's
softball team in its effort to defeat
archrival Wesleyan 12-4.
Donna Gilbert turned in an overpowering performance on the
mound Wednesday, striking out six
and allowing only five hits. Gilbert's pitching heroics were supported by a strong defense in the
field and the bats of Lisa Lake,
Debbie Owen, and Karen Carney.
The Cardinals from Middletown
produced only two innings of scoring and went home losers.
However, on Saturday, Trinity

dropped two games to a strong
Western Connecticut team. The
first game of the doubleheader was
a poor one for the Bants. Gilbert
got off "to a shakey start; her accuracy in the first two innings was
off, allowing fourteen runs for
Western.
Gilbert was replaced by freshman Kathy Dowling, who-pitched
well for the next four innings, and
Alyce Robinson, who struck out
two in her one inning of play, as
the Bantams fell to-Western 19-4.
The second game of the day was
a much closer contest Gilbert
showed her strong and consistent
self up until the fifth inning when
she gave up three hits and one run

to put Western ahead 3-2.
The Bants' scoring for the day
came when Lake, who had a double to center in the second inning,
came around on Sue Babcock's lined double to center. The Bantams
scored the other run in the fifth
when Carney's rbi single scored
Babcoek, who had reached base on
an error. ..•'.'
Lake had an outstanding day at
shortstop, completing a number of
key defensive plays in a 6-2 loss.
Western Connecticut was definately amore skilled club, but after
apoor start, the Bantams did show
improvement over the course of
the day.
The Bantams travel to South
Hadley Massachusetts today to
face the women of Mount Holyoke.
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PORTS
Men's And Women's Lax Continue To Win
W-Lax
Trounces
Amherst

M-Lax
Destroys
2 More

by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Editor

by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
It has been another good week
for men's lax. On last Wednesday
the Bants defeated their old rivals,
Wesleyan, 10-8, and on Saturday,
the Bantams easily disposed of
New Haven by the score of 12-4.
The Bants opened up slowly
against New Haven in the first
quarter, and the first score for Trin
came when New Haven was three
men down. Scott Zoellner passed
to Dave Boone, and Boone had little trouble putting it in with so few
New Haven men around.
With a minute left in the quarter,
New Haven plowed in and scored.
But the Bants were not to be outdone. On a pass from Zoellner, Rob
Beede scored ten seconds later.
The second quarter was Trinity's best as it outscored New Haven 5-0. New Haven couldn't do
anything in the face of the Bant's
strong defense, which was led by
Captain Scott Hallett. The defense
was so impressive that defenseman John Picone scored unassisted. Beede, Boone, and Zoellner
all scored on a pourous N.H. defense. Trin had a 7-1 lead at the
half.
New Haven was able to regroup
for the third quarter and traded
goals with the Bants. For Trin,
Chris Smith scored off Zoellner's
third assist of the-day and was followed minutes later by Ben
Rhodes, making it 9-E.
Beede put in the first score of
the fourth quarter on an unassisted drive in a man-down situation. Six minutes later, Smith and
Scott Chisholm followed in quick
succession for two more goals be- •
fore N.H. answered to make it 124, as Trin totally outclassed New
Haven in a penalty ridden game.
The Bants' win over Wesleyan
was sweet revenge for last year's
defeat.
Ed Meyercord's goal from Beede
tied it at 1-1 for Trin. Meyercord
scored again moments later before
Wesleyan tied it back up.
Trin took over for the rest of the
quarter, getting goals from John
Self and, Meyercord again.
continued on page 10

Of the twenty-one teams that
make up the league, Trinity's
women's lacrosse team was picked
yesterday as the number one seed
and host of the 1985 NIAC tournament. The tournament will be
held this weekend.
As the number one seed, Trinity
plays the fourth seed, Middlebury.
Trin tied Middlebury 5-5 in preseason play in Delaware, but the
two teams have not faced each
other in regular season play.
The Bantams will face Middlebury at noon on Saturday. Following that game, the number two and
three seeds, Wheaton and Connecticut College respectively, will
play.
The biggest controversy surrounding the NIAC tournament is
Tufts defection to the ECAC tournament. Trin lost to Tufts early in
the season, and was hoping to avenge that loss in the NIAC tournament.
The Bantams played Amherst
last Saturday in front of a large
home crowd, adding up 18 goals to
Amherst's 5. The Amherst coach
had come to watch Trin play four
times before thfegajrie -an ;Satur : ^
day, and as one player put if •"PSf*
the amount that they canu1 to
watch us, they were really pathetic."
"I'd say for about 75% of the
game our midfield players just shut
down Amherst's attack," said
Sheppard. "In the first ten minutes of the game the ball never
even got beyond the fifty-yard
line."
Both the offense and defense had
great days. "Our defense was absolutely amazing," said offensive
Freshman Ellie Pierce drives toward the Amherst goal.

photo by John Shiftman

continued on page 11

W-Track Edged By W.P.I.; Now 5-5
by Aileen Doherty
Sports Staff
The women's varsity track team
concluded its short 2.5-week season on a high note, proving that its
turnaround was no fluke.

Senior Tri-captain Karen Rodgers scores against Amherst.

In the team's two most recent
races, the NESCAC Championships on Sunday and the dual meet
against W.P.I, on Wednesday, the
Bants continued to show steady
improvement, setting school records as well as achieving personal
bests.

photo by John Shiftman

Sunday's meet at UMass-Amherst concluded with Trinity placing seventh in a tough field of 12.
Weatherwise, it was the warmest
meet day of the season; the Bants
put the warm weather and a
sludge-covered but quick allweather track to their advantage.
The Bantam hurdlers were hot
during the afternoon. Both Betsy
McKay and Alex Michos broke Trin
records in their respective events.
McKay strided out from the field
and finished strong in the 400 intermediate hurdles. Her record
time of 66.4 came within .7 seconds from qualifying her for the
National meet in May.
Michos also had a strong race,
placing third with a Trin record
time of 16.3 seconds in the 100m
hurdles.
The relays also set their mark.
The 440 team of Lucia Dow, Michos, Erica Thurman, and Kathy
Klein placed fifth overall, slashing
their own record of just four days
before with a time of 53.7 ,
The mile relay team of McKay,
Jenn Buckley, Thurman, and Alix
Woodford also performed _ well,
placing fifth and v setting a new
Trinity record of 4:13:7.
On a more personal level, Bant
stallwart Ann Malabre ran her best
1500 of the season with a time of
5:02.8. Woodford cranked out her
best time of the season as well with
61 seconds and a sixth place finish
in the 400m. And co-Captain Thur-

man, another standout this year,
added a 2:26 time in the 800.
W.P.I, was the sight of the final
Bantam meet. Once again the
women ran hard, but the cold day,
as well as some tight muscles from
Sunday's meet, brought the iBants
one point shy of victory.
Co-Captain Klein led the Bants
in the field with first, second, and
third place finishes in the shot, long
jump, javelin and triple jump repectively. Her heave of 33-1.5
placed her in the books with a new
Trinity record. Wendy Pillsbury,
Lila Brickley, and Woodford
rounded out the Trin scoring in the
field with a second, third, and first
place finish in the high jump, shot,
and long jump.
Trin took charge in the running
events. Malabre, coming straight
from a class, jumped out of her .car
with Jeannine Looney and started
the Baht barrage with a close twothree finish in the 1500. Michos
came up to the line next and narrowly missed a first place finish,
placing second in the hurdles.
Woodford then got Trin's initial
first of the day in the 400m while
Dow and Klein followed one-three
in the 100m dash respectively.
Thurman and Jennifer Elwell
both ran a tough race against a
national qualifier, placing second
and third in the 800m run. Immediately following, McKay contin-"
continued on page 10

